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Introduction 
Our examiners’ reports are produced to offer constructive feedback on candidates’ performance in the 
examinations. They provide useful guidance for future candidates. The reports will include a general 
commentary on candidates’ performance, identify technical aspects examined in the questions and 
highlight good performance and where performance could be improved. The reports will also explain 
aspects which caused difficulty and why the difficulties arose, whether through a lack of knowledge, poor 
examination technique, or any other identifiable and explainable reason. 

Where overall performance on a question/question part was considered good, with no particular areas to 
highlight, these questions have not been included in the report. A full copy of the question paper can be 
downloaded from OCR subject web page. 

 

You can now find the results awarded in 2018/19 for your Cambridge Technical subject area 

As a centre approved to offer our Cambridge Technicals qualifications, we wanted to let you know we 
have now published the results awarded for 2018/19 Level 2 and 3 Cambridge Technicals (2016 suite). 
This information is helpful in allowing you to compare your centre achievements alongside national 
outcomes. 

To browse the document, log in to Interchange, click on ‘Resources and materials>Past papers and 
mark schemes’ in the left-hand menu and select ‘Cambridge Technicals (2016) Results Awarded 
2018/2019’ from the drop down list. 

 

ExamBuilder 

Remember to keep your eye on ExamBuilder as we continue to update the bank of questions post exam 
series in line with our past paper policy. Therefore, you can be assured that new assessment material 
will continually be fed into ExamBuilder on an annual basis.  

 

Online post series external feedback  

Keep an eye out for feedback for our post series feedback on Exams for Cambridge Technicals 
Webinars available in the autumn term. 

 

  

https://www.ocr.org.uk/qualifications/cambridge-technicals/
https://protect-eu.mimecast.com/s/ASRqCoQRRfKy5nyCmTSf4?domain=customersupportteam.cmail19.com
https://protect-eu.mimecast.com/s/beLRCpQwwfxRq2RT9wDN9?domain=customersupportteam.cmail19.com
https://exambuilder.ocr.org.uk/
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Paper Unit 3 series overview 
The paper is divided into two parts – a Section A that is based on the pre-release and a Section B that is 
based on the candidate knowledge and understanding of the specification. It is expected that a 
candidate will do significantly better on section A as they will have had time to conduct research into 
specific areas.  

One area where targeted classroom time could be of benefit and increase candidate marks is by looking 
at the key word and the number of marks available. In some instances, particularly those questions of 4 
marks or more, candidates are not making enough points to gain the high marks. The number of marks 
is linked to the key word – an explanation, for example, requires a greater level of understanding and 
has more marks allocated to it than a description. Candidates, in order to access all the marks, need to 
be giving appropriate depth and links to examples to demonstrate an understanding of the content. 

Technical terminology is another area where candidates can demonstrate an understanding of the 
content. Their responses should be appropriate for someone who has engaged in a period of learning in 
a specific topic and reflect a greater understanding than someone with mere general knowledge. 
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Section A overview 
Section A, as it is based on the pre-release, needs to have answers that are given in the context of the 
pre-release and are not just generic. The answers are expected to show an application of the knowledge 
to the scenario. This is getting better over time, but more attention still needs to be paid to context. 

 

Question 1 (a) 

 

This was answered very well, with the majority of candidates able to identify which type of attack related 
to which scenario. 
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Question 1 (b) (i) 

 

This required a learnt response based on motivations. Many candidates attempted to give descriptions of 
the terms and not the motivation behind the term. It is also not possible to demonstrate a sufficient 
understanding by using the words from the question itself. It was disconcerting to see a large number of 
responses to score settling being related to gaming, not cyber security. 

 

Question 1 (b) (ii) 

 

Some candidates had clearly thought about this and contextualised their response to the type of clients 
Fairest Physiotherapy might have and why they might be of interest to other states. Many responses, 
though, were based on ways to stop attacked rather than reasons why they might be attacked. 
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Question 1 (c) (i) 

 

Candidates are generally getting the idea of how to answer essay questions and the expectations of the 
key words. Many impacts were described but few went into any depth about the impacts – poor 
reputation, breaking the law and loss of customers were mentioned but there was a lack of linking of 
thoughts together to explain how these impact on the company – the statements were given as the end 
result rather than a chain of thought. 

 

Question 1 (c) (ii) 

 

Most candidates gave ethical hacker as the focus of their response but went on to describe methods to 
protect the network rather than actions to find vulnerabilities. The focus of the question was on how to 
identify the areas at risk and not how to protect the network. 

As with the previous essay, candidates successfully identified and described but there was a lack of 
explanation and discussion required to move the responses into the top band of the mark scheme. 
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Question 1 (c) (iii) 

 

Part of the research that candidates were required to do as part of the pre-release was to look at how the 
impact of a cyber security incident could be reduced. These are measures that the company could 
undertake, once the company has been attacked to reduce the effect of the attack. Most candidates 
gave responses that were based on prevention measures to stop an attack rather than reducing the 
impact post attack. 
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Question 2 (a) 

 

The focus of the question was on the need for the backup to be kept secure, not, as many candidates 
read, the need for a backup. It was unfortunate that many candidates lost marks because they gave very 
good responses to the wrong question. Those that did read the question properly gave good responses 
but did not look at the keyword or number of marks available and gave responses that gained half 
marks. 

 

Question 2 (b) 

 

As with the previous question, this was not about why a backup was needed but why it needed to be 
accessible. Many obtained marks though giving detailed descriptions of how the backup would be used 
rather than thinking about what the question was asking. 
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Section B overview 
Section B is a general section with each question based on individual scenarios. The focus of this 
section is therefore on a wider understanding of the syllabus. Performance was mixed here. Some 
candidates had a clear understanding of the wider syllabus, whilst others struggled with this section. 

Within Section B, each question has a context and where appropriate candidates should try and relate 
their responses to the context. 

 

Question 3 

 

The key to this question was items of information – not groups of information but specific tangible pieces 
of information that would be asked for and the reason why the bank needed it. There were many good 
responses to this but there were also some concerning ones – for students studying cyber security there 
should be an awareness that passwords and pin codes would not be asked for. 
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Question 4 

 

This question was about types of data and not individual pieces of data. There was a general 
misunderstanding of what constitutes personal information data; candidates often provided single items 
of information but not generic ones covering the range. There were also responses to do with health data 
(eliminated by the question). 

 

Question 5 (a) 

 

Data at rest and data in transit were done reasonably well. In the cloud less so. These are learnt 
definitions – knowledge recall and so should be done well.  
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Question 5 (b) 

 

On the surface this was a fairly simple question: identify two different types of cryptography. For a paper 
based around cyber security it should not have caused any issues. For many, this was the case, but a 
sizeable proportion were not able to identify two different types, with a small proportion not able to 
identify any type.  

 

Question 6 (a) 

 

This question was not asking what a patch was but why it needs to be installed. Many candidates 
answered the first part and not the second. Many that did correctly understand what the question was 
asking did not pay attention to the keyword or the number of marks and gave a response that achieved, 
at the most, half marks. 
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Question 6 (b) 

 

This was answered generally very well by most candidates. Some however thought they were the same. 

 

Copyright information  
Any reference to existing companies or organisations is entirely coincidental and is not intended as a 
depiction of those companies or organisations. 

 

  



Supporting you 
For further details of this qualification please visit the subject webpage.

Review of results

If any of your students’ results are not as expected, you may wish to consider one of our review of results 
services.  For full information about the options available visit the OCR website.  If university places are 
at stake you may wish to consider priority service 2 reviews of marking which have an earlier deadline to 
ensure your reviews are processed in time for university applications.

CPD Training
Attend one of our popular CPD courses to hear exam feedback directly from a senior assessor or drop in 
to an online Q&A session.

Please find details for all our courses on the relevant subject page on our website. 
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http://ocr.org.uk/administration/stage-5-post-results-services/enquiries-about-results/
https://www.ocr.org.uk/


OCR is part of Cambridge Assessment, a department of the University of 
Cambridge. For staff training purposes and as part of our quality assurance 
programme your call may be recorded or monitored. 

© OCR 2020 Oxford Cambridge and RSA Examinations is a Company 
Limited by Guarantee. Registered in England. Registered office  
The Triangle Building, Shaftesbury Road, Cambridge, CB2 8EA.  
Registered company number 3484466. OCR is an exempt charity.

Need to get in touch?
If you ever have any questions about 
OCR qualifications or services (including 
administration, logistics and teaching)  
please feel free to get in touch with our 
Customer Support Centre. 

Vocational qualifications
Telephone  02476 851509
Facsimile 02476 851633
Email vocational.qualifications@ocr.org.uk

www.ocr.org.uk
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? OCR Resources: the small print

OCR’s resources are provided to support the delivery of OCR 
qualifications, but in no way constitute an endorsed teaching 
method that is required by OCR. Whilst every effort is made 
to ensure the accuracy of the content, OCR cannot be held 
responsible for any errors or omissions within these resources.  
We update our resources on a regular basis, so please check the 
OCR website to ensure you have the most up to date version.

This resource may be freely copied and distributed, as long as  
the OCR logo and this small print remain intact and OCR is 
acknowledged as the originator of this work. 

Our documents are updated over time. Whilst every effort is made 
to check all documents, there may be contradictions between 
published support and the specification, therefore please use the 
information on the latest specification at all times. Where changes 
are made to specifications these will be indicated within the 
document, there will be a new version number indicated, and a 
summary of the changes. If you do notice a discrepancy between 
the specification and a resource please contact us at:  
resources.feedback@ocr.org.uk.

Whether you already offer OCR qualifications, are new to OCR, or 
are considering switching from your current provider/awarding 
organisation, you can request more information by completing the 
Expression of Interest form which can be found here:  
www.ocr.org.uk/expression-of-interest

Please get in touch if you want to discuss the accessibility of 
resources we offer to support delivery of our qualifications: 
resources.feedback@ocr.org.uk

Looking for a resource?
There is now a quick and easy search tool to help find free resources 
for your qualification:

www.ocr.org.uk/i-want-to/find-resources/

mailto:vocational.qualifications%40ocr.org.uk?subject=
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mailto:resources.feedback%40ocr.org.uk?subject=
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